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Changes between -22 and -23:

• clarified text on a mapping approach for c-groupid identifying individual clients

• clarified statement that this method MAY be implemented (we had tentatively agreed to make that approach MANDATORY-to-implement, but given the strong guidance from ADs that we do not want to encourage mapping identifying individual clients, we agreed to make that a MAY implement).

• added text to resolve comment from Kevin about what approach to take for extending logging
Changes between -23 and -24: Alissa Cooper Discuss/Comments

- Added text with recommendation to ensure privacy protection provided by c-groupid is not compromised through header-fields logging:
  
  "Furthermore, CDNs making use of c-groupid to identify an aggregate of clients rather than individual clients ought to realize that by logging certain header fields they may create the possibility to re-identify individual clients. In these cases, heeding the above advice, or not logging header fields at all, is particularly important if the goal is to provide logs that do not identify individual clients."

- clarified that “time” field value is expressed in UTC
Changes between -24 and -25: Alissa Cooper Comment

• clarified that “time” field value **MUST** be expressed in UTC
Next Steps

• get published!